2000 dodge plymouth

Facing competition that is superior in terms of reliability and crashworthiness, the Voyager's
sole advantage is its lower selling price. Available styles include SE 4dr Minivan, and 4dr
Minivan. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Plymouth Grand Voyager. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and
they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's
true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep
the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Unrefined engines, unimpressive crash-test scores, cheap interior
fittings. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review.
The Expresso trim level is discontinued, and Plymouth changes some of the standard features
and options on base and SE models. Notably, base models now come with a cassette player.
This is the last year for the Grand Voyager, as Chrysler begins dismantling the Plymouth
division. Fortunately, the van's demise shouldn't pose much of a problem for shoppers, as the
Dodge Grand Caravan gives you the same product with slightly different styling. Read more.
Write a review See all 8 reviews. The van has not been a problem. From my wife's point of view
she has loved it. She likes the interior, very comfy and big. For tall people it is not a knee
smasher or neck bender to get in. Very nice design. From a Mechanics point of view, it has been
dependable. Transmission has held up, I change the trans fluid and filter every 40, The engine
has no problems, change oil and run synthetic every 5, Braking is no problem for a van The
headlamps like all cars now are of plastic, keep them buffed or they dull the intesity of the
headlights considerably. Do the maintenance,the van will take care you. Read less. It rides well
and it is roomy and comfortable, but I have a few caviats. We have had our van for over six
years and have had no problems with it. It has been reliable in all weather conditions and
comfortable for our teenagers while they were growing up. All in all we love it. I never wanted to
buy an American car but this one was in our price range. What a mistake! Buy a Honda or
Toyota. See all 8 reviews of the Used Plymouth Grand Voyager. Write a review. Frontal Barrier
Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact
Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 3. Sponsored cars related to
the Grand Voyager. Sign Up. Plymouth Voyager is a nameplate for a range of vans that were
marketed by the Plymouth division of Chrysler. From to , the Voyager was a full-size van, sold
as the counterpart of Dodge Sportsman later the Dodge Ram Wagon. For , the Voyager became
a Chrysler minivan sold alongside the Dodge Caravan ; as a minivan, three generations of the
Voyager were sold from to From to , Chrysler used the Chrysler Voyager name for
export-market minivans; during the existence of the Plymouth brand, export-market Voyagers
were produced with the body and trim of the Dodge Caravan. When including the Plymouth
Voyager and Dodge Caravan with their rebadged Chrysler, Lancia, and Volkswagen variants, the
Chrysler minivans collectively rank as the 13th best-selling automotive model line worldwide.
For the model year, Plymouth marketed trucks under its own brand for the first time since In
contrast to Dodge, the Voyager was marketed solely as a passenger van; in line with the
Sportsman, 12â€”15 passenger seating was offered. Early versions of the Voyager were visually
similar to their Dodge counterparts, centering Plymouth badging in the grille as with Fargo vans
and Dodges. For , the B-pillar underwent a redesign, placing the side door further forward; the
dashboard was redesigned Dodge would use this design through Externally distinguished by a
new grille, the exterior saw a shift of the Plymouth lettering from the grille to the hood. For ,
Chrysler introduced the second generation of the B-platform vans, marked by a longer front
nose and the discontinuation of big-block V8 engines. Virtually indistinguishable from its Dodge
Royal Sportsman counterpart, the parking lamps of the Voyager now wrapped into the front
fenders, fitted with four rectangular headlamps. For , Dodge vans adopted the "Ram van" model
nameplate in line with Dodge pickup trucks ; with a lack of large "RAM" badging on the door,
the Voyager saw more differentiation from its Dodge counterpart. Following the model year,
Plymouth discontinued the full-size Voyager, using the nameplate for its minivan; the full-size
van would be the final full-size truck offered by the brand prior to its closure. Lee Iacocca and
Hal Sperlich had conceived their idea for a modern minivan during their earlier tenure at Ford
Motor Company. Henry Ford II had rejected Iaccoca's and Sperlich's idea and a prototype of a
minivan in , then rumored to carry the name "Maxivan". Iaccoca followed Sperlich to Chrysler

Corporation, and together they created the T minivan â€” a prototype that was to become the
Caravan and Voyager, known colloquially as the "Magic-wagons" a term used in advertising. In ,
Chrysler marketed the rebadged Plymouth variant of its new minivan as the Voyager, using the
Chrysler's S platform, derived from the K-platform Plymouth Reliant and Dodge Aries. The
Voyager shared components with the K-cars including portions of the interior, e. For , the
Voyager received minor cosmetic updates as well as the May introduction of the Grand
Voyager, which was built on a longer wheelbase adding more cargo room. It was available only
with SE or LE trim. First-generation Voyager minivans were offered in three trim levels: an
unnamed base model, mid-grade SE , and high-end LE , the latter bearing simulated woodgrain
paneling. Safety features included 3-point seat belts for the front two passengers and lap belts
for rear passengers. Standard on all Voyagers were legally mandated side-impact
reinforcements for all seating front and rear outboard positions. Safety features such as airbags
or ABS were not available. Original commercials for the Voyager featured magician Doug
Henning [10] as a spokesperson to promote the Voyager "Magic Wagon's" versatility, cargo
space, low step-in height, passenger volume, and maneuverability. Later commercials in
featured rock singer Tina Turner. Seven-passenger seating was an option on SEs and LEs, with
dual front buckets, an intermediate two-passenger bench, and a rear three-passenger bench.
Eight-passenger seating was available on SE models only, with both the additional middle
two-passenger bench and three-passenger front bench. Depending on configuration, the base
model could seat up to six, the SE could seat up to eight, and the LE could seat up to seven.
The two bench seats in the rear were independently removable though not foldable , and the
large three-seat bench could also be installed in the 2nd row location via a second set of
attachment points on the van's floor, ordinarily hidden with snap-in plastic covers. This
configuration allowed for conventional five-passenger seating with a sizable cargo area in the
rear. The latching mechanisms for the benches were very intuitive and easy to operate. On base
models, the front buckets were low-back items, upholstered with plain cloth or vinyl. On SEs,
the buyer could choose between low-back buckets with deluxe cloth or high-back buckets in
upgraded vinyl. LEs came standard with high-back front buckets, upholstered in either luxury
cloth or luxury vinyl. In and , there was also a five-passenger version with a back seat that could
be folded flat with the pull of a handle into a bed that filled the rear compartment from the back
of the front seats to the rear. This option was known as the Magic Camper. The Magic Camper
back seat had an extra rear-facing cushion that formed the back-most section of the bed when
folded flat and the seat, though very heavy, was removable. The Magic Camper option included
a tent that attached magnetically to the side of the vehicle allowing access in and out of the
sliding side door. For the six- and eight-passenger options were withdrawn, leaving seating for
five standard and for seven optional on the base and SE, and seating for seven with high-back
front buckets standard on the LE, Grand SE, and Grand LE. Deluxe cloth upholstery was now
standard on base and all SE models, with the luxury vinyl optional on SEs. On LEs, luxury cloth
came standard and for the first time, leather seats were available on the LE models. For the first
3 years of production, two inline-4 engines with 2 barrel carburetors were offered. The base 2.
The higher performance fuel injected version of the 2. Alongside the 2. At launch, the Voyager's
low horsepower to weight ratio had not been much of a concern. Its main competitors were the
Toyota Van and the Volkswagen Vanagon , both of which offered similar performance. In mid,
the base 2. A turbocharged version of the base 2. Sales of the 2. Both a three-speed TorqueFlite
automatic transmission and a five-speed manual were available with all inline-four engines ,
including the turbocharged 2. V-6 engines were only offered with the venerable fully
hydraulically operated TorqueFlite , until the computer controlled Ultradrive 4-speed automatic
became available in The Ultradrive offered much better fuel economy and responsiveness,
particularly when paired with the inline-four engine. The Plymouth Voyager was modified for
with new sheet metal. The S platform was still used, though renamed the "AS platform". These
were the last Voyagers that were derived from the Chrysler K platform. Trim levels were carried
over from the previous generation. The LX which was available only on short-wheelbase
Voyagers, was marketed as a sport-luxury minivan and came with the most standard equipment
including alloy wheels, fog lamps , and wide array of power-operated features. In later years
various trim packages were offered on SE models. The "Sport Wagon" package available from
to featured accent color gray bumpers and molding , fog lamps, and special aluminum wheels. It
was more luxury-oriented, with lower body two-tone paint â€” regardless of upper body color,
the lower body was painted "Driftwood Beige" â€” silver aluminum wheels, and special badging.
Interiors were more differentiated in this generation than on the first with a redesigned
dashboard for featured a passenger-side front airbag. Quad command replaced the 2nd row
bench with two individual bucket seats with a center aisle to the 3rd row bench. Interior options
varied with trim levels and packages. Cloth seating was standard on all models; leather seating

was a standalone extra-cost option on LE and LX models. Only badging and minor cosmetics
differentiated the Voyager from its Dodge Caravan rebadged variant. The turbocharged engine
and Convert-A-Bed feature were dropped. The Plymouth Voyager was completely redesigned
from the ground up. Gone were its K-car underpinnings and architecture, replaced with more
modern components and Chrysler's acclaimed cab-forward design. The third generation
redesign used the Chrysler NS platform and included a driver's-side sliding door, a minivan
first. In a shift from previous minivans, the third-generation Voyager was marketed as the
entry-level Chrysler minivan rather than as a direct counterpart of the Dodge Caravan. While
sharing the same bodyshell, the Voyager and Caravan saw significant changes in body trim and
feature content. Distinguished by a dark gray eggcrate grille a body-color grille became an
option in , the Voyager used matte gray bumpers across all trim levels with matte gray side
moldings. Before calendar year , the NS Voyager was produced with the Pentastar grille emblem
and rear badging carried over from the previous model year, shifting to the "sailboat" Plymouth
grille emblem and new badging in script font afterward. For , the Rallye trim was renamed
Expresso. However, to maintain its position as the entry-level minivan, the Voyager was never
produced with automatic headlights, fog lights, power driver's seat and power mirror memory,
or auto-dimming rear view mirrors. All-wheel drive was also discontinued in some markets. The
vinyl woodgrain-appearance side paneling was no longer available, as the new side sheetmetal
was no longer flat. Third generation Voyagers introduced a new system of rear seats to simplify
installation, removal, and re-positioningâ€” marketed as "Easy-Out Roller Seats". All Voyagers
and Grand Voyagers were equipped with this feature. When installed, the 2nd and 3rd row seats
either bucket or bench seats are latched to floor-mounted strikers. When unlatched, eight
rollers lifted each seat, allowing it to be rolled fore and aft. Tracks had locator depressions for
rollers, thus enabling simple installation. Ergonomic levers at the seatbacks released the floor
latches single-handedly without tools and raised the seats onto the rollers in a single motion.
Additionally, seatbacks were designed to fold forward. Seat roller tracks were permanently
attached to the floor and seat stanchions were aligned, facilitating the longitudinal rolling of the
seats. Bench seat stanchions were moved inboard to reduce bending stress in the seat frames,
allowing them to be lighter. The structural performance and restraints were graded
"Acceptable", but the foot injuries were very high. In the NHTSA crash tests, it received 4 stars
for the driver and front passenger in the frontal-impact. In the side-impact test, it received 5
stars for the driver, and 3 stars for the rear occupant, and resulted in a fuel leak that could
cause a fire hazard. Following the retirement of the Plymouth brand after the model year, the
Voyager nameplate was continued by the Chrysler division. While used by all exported Chrysler
minivans since , in North America, the Chrysler Voyager served as the lowest-trim
Chrysler-brand minivan. Offered only in a short-wheelbase configuration, the Voyager
continued with matte-black bumpers and exterior trim. Following the introduction of the
RS-generation minivans, the Voyager was distinguished by a winged Chrysler emblem atop a
black plastic grille a shape adopted by the later PT Cruiser. In markets outside of North
America, the nameplate remained in use through for all export versions as both a Chrysler and a
Lancia. After skipping the fifth generation, the Voyager nameplate returned to use in North
America for production, slotted below the Chrysler Pacifica and effectively replacing the Dodge
Grand Caravan. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Further information: Dodge Caravan and
Dodge Ram van. Motor vehicle. Main article: Chrysler minivans S. Main article: Chrysler minivan
AS. Main article: Chrysler minivans NS. Main article: Fourth Generation Chrysler Voyager.
Archived from the original on Retrieved Popular Mechanics. Retrieved 10 February Bon Appetit.
Little, Brown. Categories : s cars s cars All-wheel-drive vehicles Flexible-fuel vehicles
Front-wheel-drive vehicles Minivans Plymouth vehicles Rear-wheel-drive vehicles Vans Cars
introduced in Cars introduced in Hidden categories: CS1 errors: external links Webarchive
template archiveis links Articles with short description Short description is different from
Wikidata Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit
View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as
PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Chrysler Corporation DaimlerChrysler Minivan â€”
Full-size van â€” Dodge Sportsman Dodge Ram Wagon. Windsor Assembly , Windsor, Ontario ,
Canada. Transverse front-engine, front-wheel drive. Chrysler S platform. Grand: Chrysler AS
platform. SWB: Chrysler NS platform. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Plymouth
Voyager. Gran Fury. Road Runner. Trail Duster. Arrow Truck. Compact MPV. Colt Vista. This
listing is for part or sub-assembly number given below only. Warranty: 1year. OE accessories
are coated on the outside of the oil pan with durable powder coating, which can maintain the
anti-corrosion function after rust-free cleaning for a long time. To ensure that there is no rust
during installation, the suitability test was carried out on the same vehicle application, and the
design was personally verified whether the design is correct and easy to install. Extend product

life by providing higher durability while maintaining OE drain plug specifications. Chrysler
Limited 2. Chrysler Limited 3. Chrysler LX 2. Chrysler LX 3. Chrysler S 3. Chrysler Touring 2.
Chrysler Touring 3. Dodge Avenger Express 2. Dodge Avenger Express 3. Dodge Avenger Heat
3. Dodge Avenger Lux 2. Dodge Avenger Lux 3. Dodge Avenger Mainstreet 2. Dodge Avenger
Mainstreet 3. Dodge Avenger SE 2. Dodge Avenger SXT 3. Dodge Avenger SXT 2. Chrysler
Sebring Limited 2. Chrysler Sebring Limited 3. Chrysler Sebring LX 2. Chrysler Sebring Touring
2. Chrysler Sebring Base 2. Chrysler Sebring GTC 2. Chrysler Sebring TSi 2. Dodge Stratus SXT
2. Dodge Neon SE 2. Dodge Neon SRT-4 2. Dodge Neon SXT 2. Chrysler Voyager Base 2.
Chrysler Voyager LX 2. Chrysler Voyager LX 3. Dodge Neon ACR 2. Dodge Neon Base 2. Dodge
Neon ES 2. Chrysler Voyager Base 3. Plymouth Neon High 2. Plymouth Neon LX 2. Chrysler
Cirrus LX 2. Chrysler Cirrus LXi 2. Chrysler Grand Voyager Base 3. Chrysler Grand Voyager SE
3. Chrysler Sebring JX 2. Chrysler Sebring JXi 2. Chrysler Sebring LXi 2. Chrysler Voyager SE 3.
Dodge Avenger Base 2. Dodge Avenger ES 2. Dodge Stratus ES 2. Dodge Stratus SE 2.
Plymouth Breeze Base 2. Plymouth Grand Voyager Base 3. Plymouth Grand Voyager SE 3.
Plymouth Voyager Base 2. Plymouth Voyager Base 3. Plymouth Voyager SE 2. Plymouth
Voyager SE 3. Dodge Stratus Base 2. Plymouth Breeze Expresso 2. Plymouth Grand Voyager
Expresso 3. Plymouth Grand Voyager Base 2. Plymouth Grand Voyager LE 3. Plymouth Grand
Voyager SE 2. Plymouth Voyager LE 3. Dodge Grand Caravan Base 3. Dodge Grand Caravan ES
3. Dodge Grand Caravan LE 3. Dodge Grand Caravan SE 3. Dodge Spirit Base 2. Dodge Spirit
Base 3. Plymouth Voyager Base -- Chrysler LeBaron Landau 3. Chrysler LeBaron LE 2. Chrysler
LeBaron LE 3. Dodge Shadow Base 2. Dodge Shadow ES 2. Dodge Shadow ES 3. Plymouth
Acclaim Base 2. Plymouth Acclaim Base 3. Plymouth Sundance Base 2. Plymouth Sundance
Duster 2. Plymouth Sundance Duster 3. Chrysler Imperial Base 3. Chrysler LeBaron Base 2.
Chrysler LeBaron Base 3. Chrysler LeBaron LX 3. Chrysler New Yorker Fifth 3. Chrysler New
Yorker Salon 3. Dodge Daytona Base 2. Dodge Daytona Base 3. Dodge Daytona ES 2. Dodge
Daytona ES 3. Dodge Daytona Iroc 3. Dodge Daytona Iroc 2. Dodge Dynasty Base 2. Dodge
Dynasty Base 3. Dodge Dynasty LS 3. Dodge Shadow High 2. Dodge Shadow High 3. Dodge
Spirit ES 2. Dodge Spirit ES 3. Dodge Spirit High 2. Dodge Spirit High 3. Plymouth Voyager LE 2.
Plymouth Voyager LX 2. Plymouth Voyager LX 3. Dodge Spirit LE 2. Dodge Spirit LE 3. Dodge
Caravan Base 2. Dodge Caravan Base 3. Dodge Caravan ES 2. Dodge Caravan ES 3. Dodge
Daytona Shelby 2. Plymouth Acclaim LE 2. Plymouth Acclaim LE 3. Plymouth Acclaim LX 3.
Chrysler LeBaron GT 2. Chrysler LeBaron GT 3. Chrysler LeBaron High 2. Chrysler LeBaron
High 3. Chrysler LeBaron Premium 2. Chrysler LeBaron Premium 3. Chrysler New Yorker
Landau 3. Dodge Dynasty LE 3. Chrysler New Yorker Base 3. Dodge Caravan LE 2. Dodge
Caravan LE 3. Dodge Caravan SE 2. Dodge Caravan SE 3. Dodge Grand Caravan LE 2. Dodge
Grand Caravan SE 2. Also review the notes section in the. We only accept PayPal. Please do not
use the PayPal note field to indicate us to ship to other address. The note there will NOT be
read. If you want to change the shipping address, please contact us by eBay messages.
Payment must be received within 10 days as auction ended or order might be delayed. Orders
processed within 24 hours of payment verification. The images shown are not the actual item
and are for your reference only. Package Service. If you have not received your shipment within
15 days from payment , please contact us. We will track the shipment and get back to you as
soon as possible with a reply. Our goal is customer satisfaction! You have 30 days to contact us
and 10 days to return it from the date it was received. If this item is in your possession more
than 7 days, it is considered used and we will not issue you a refund or replacement. All
returned items must be in the original packaging and you must provide us with the shipping
tracking number, specific reason for the return, and item custom lable. We will refund your full
winning bid amount, upon receipt of the item in its original condition and packaging with all
components and accessories included, AFTER both Buyer and Seller cancel the transaction
from eBay. OR, you may choose to have a replacement. Return shipping is to be paid by the
Buyer. We request that you contact us immediately BEFORE you give us neutral or negative
feedback, so that we can satisfactorily address your concerns. Copyright of Top-liftsupport. All
rights reserved. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a
new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1
of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom Click to enlarge. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money
Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information top-liftsupport Contact seller.
Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Make Offer. Resume
making your offer , if the page does not update immediately. Add to Watchlist Remove from
watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. Does not ship to Ukraine See details. Item
location:. Ontario, California, United States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until

you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and
conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties,
taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Any international shipping is paid in part
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and
import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc.
Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your
convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed.
Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller
assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were
unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not compatible with this.
Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part
is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A
quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of the information contained in this table have been
provided by top-liftsupport. Package Service 5. USD Store Home. Body Kits. Lift supports.
Wheel hub. Exhaust System Parts. Wheel Spacers. Leveling Lift Kit. Cylinder Head Gasket Sets.
AC Compressor. CV axle. Fuel injectors. Complete Strut. Cylinder Piston Gasket Sets.
Automotive Tools. Valve Cover. Door Lock Actuator. Timing Solenoid Valve. Fuel Tank Pipe.
Timing Chain Kits. Timing Belt Kits. Water Pumps. Strut Tie Bar. Throttle Body. Harmonic
Balancer. Oil Pan. Intake Manifold. Radiator Coolant Tank. Car Antenna. Thermostat Housing.
Regulator Rectifier. Oil Cooler. Starter Relay. Knock Sensor. Parking sensor. Window Switch.
Window Regulator. Ignition coil. Detection tools. Crankshaft Position Sensor. Camshaft Position
Sensor. MAP Sensor. Oil Pressure Sensor. Throttle Position Sensor. Catalytic Converter.
Transfer Case Shift Motor. Secondary Air Injection Pump. Running Board Motor. Clutch Slave
Cylinder. Door handles. LED Headlight. Roof rack. Tire Pressure Gauge. Steering Rack. Wiring
Harness. Spark Plug Ignition Wire. Engine Mount. Glow Plug. Air Cleaner Filter Box. Pressure
Tester Gauge. Jack Stands. Tire Changers. Wheel Lug. Sun Visor. ATV Brake Caliper. Car
Carburetor. Air Intake Hose. Cold Air Intake Kit. Heater Control Valve. Clock Spring. Steering
U-Joint. Fuel Cell Tank. Height Level Sensor. Temperature Sensor. Vacuum Actuator. Ballast
module. Rubber Seal Strip. Nerf Bars. Fuel Injector Wiring Harness. Rotary Vane Vacuum Pump.
Oil Filter Wrench. Oil Fuel Hose Line. LED headlight Assembly. Wheel Stem Air Valve Cap.
Rocker Arm. Oxygen Sensors. Crankcase Breather Filter. Steering Shaft. Crankcase Vent Valve.
Fuel Pumps. Windshield Wiper Motor. Proportioning Valve. Strut Mount Kit. Crankshaft Pulley.
Alternator Bracket Kit. Tire Inflator Air Pump. Fender Flares. ATV Tires. Tonneau Cover. Window
Visor. Bug Shield. Switch Panel. Pillar Posts. Cargo Cover. Hub Caps. ATV Ignition Switch.
Windshield Outer Trim. Motorcycle Exhaust Manifold. Shipping and handling. The seller has not
specified a shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and
request shipping to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP
Code. Shipping to: United States. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be
shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more opens in a new window or tab. There are 5 items available. Please enter a number less than or
equal to 5. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. This item does
not ship to Ukraine. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more.
Return policy. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to home page Return to top. Back to
home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or
tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window
or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation. New List
Item. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle
Listing Details. Buy with confidence from Jordan Motorcars, and experience excellent customer
service, simple pricing, and trades are welcome. Description: Used Plymouth Prowler. I am the
one. The only way to know that I am the right choice is for you to come in and see me, touch
me, drive me and get to know me! I discourage all of my potential buyers from buying sight
unseen. It is just good business and good common sense to see what you are buying. I hope to
see you very soon to take me home. If you inquire about me via e-mail, please use a valid e-mail
address and phone number so that someone will be able to get in touch with you to discuss me.
If you do not leave a phone number, please check your e-mail Inbox, Spam and Junk folders
regularly. There are 2 Cronic locations in Griffin. Call now for directions and to set up that test
drive! The best Chevy deals are in the country! To Protect Your Safety, we are currently offering
Home Services:Virtual Tour of Vehicle: We will use live interactive video chat to give you a

virtual walk around of any vehicle we have in stock. Test Drive at Home: We will bring the
vehicle to your home for a no-obligation test drive. Local Home Delivery: If you buy a vehicle,
we will deliver the vehicle to your home or a place of your choosing. CALL: Auto Exotica is a
family owned and operated business offering a unique buying and selling experience. Come
meet our friendly and professional staff in our new state-of-the-art showroom conveniently
located in Red Bank, NJ. Please verify the accuracy of all information before purchase. These
are used vehicles and may or may not have all original keys, books, manuals and accessories.
Please check with your salesperson prior to delivery to confirm the availability of these items.
Whether you are just looking or found your perfect vehicle, our experienced staff are here to
assist you. They will walk you through your purchase while providing you with competitive
financing terms for all credit types. So, give us a call if you have any questions or better yet,
come by and see for yourself our large inventory of Quality Pre-owned Vehicles. Towbin Dodge,
located in the Valley Auto Mall in Henderson, is pleased to offer this Orange Plymouth Prowler
for purchase, this vehicle is well equipped with many features including. Garage Kept! RWD
4-Speed Automatic 3. Thanks for checking out this great vehicle. When looking to buy
pre-owned, why not buy from the 1 Dodge dealer in Nevada? Give us a call or come by today to
see our huge inventory selection and let our great team assist you in locating your next vehicle!
Plymouth produced 3, Prowlers for the model year. This car was initially sold in North Carolina
and remained there for nearly its entire life, before moving to Florida with its second owner last
year. The Prowler debuted in after much fanfare and buzz surrounding the Prowler Concept Car.
With its retro styling and open wheel front suspension, it is instantly recognizable and has
become a classic. Powered by a high-output V6 and featuring an aluminum intensive chassis,
the Prowler is quick and handles incredibly well. The rakish profile and massive rear wheels
scream speed. It is a blast to drive and a very nice way to pass miles top-down cruising, or
barreling down the highway! If you are in the market for a Plymouth Prowler, please call or email
us today. Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No
pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Every day feels like Saturday when you're
driving a well-maintained, plush convertible like this one. This Plymouth Prowler 's level of
quality is not meant for just anyone. It's meant for the person who strives for a classy,
comfortable, and luxurious car. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details.
Some restrictions apply. Please complete the online credit application on our website at We
take pride in our one of a kind car buying experience come see us today. Airport pickup avail.
Leather Seats Convertible Soft Top 3. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to
state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or
disease. CALL for details, discounts and availability!!! These are only offered by the Internet
Department! This handsome Prowler comes finished in a clean prowler purple paint job
complimented by a subtle black interior. Powering the prowler is a horse, 3. The interior has
been tastefully highlighted with carbon fiber throughout and prowler logos. The design of the
Prowler was said to have been inspired after Chrysler engineers were given free rein to create
whatever they wanted in a hot rod or sportster type vehicle. One of the most striking design
features of the Prowler is the open, Indy racer style front wheels. One of produced in !
Showroom condition! Don't miss out on this fantastic Plymouth Prowler convertible! With it's 3.
Excellent condition inside and out! See this one in our showroom! Add to your collection or
start a new one! Call us at Choice Autos ales for your personal showing of this fantastic
Plymouth Prowler! Engine: 6-cylinders Drive Wheel Configuration: rear wheel drive. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Trim Base Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic
Engine Type Gas Drivetrain Rear Wheel Drive Cylinders 6 cylinders Exterior Color Silver
Orange. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent
price drops. No accidents. Title issue. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 18 listings. Overall
Consumer Rating. Prowler is an unbeatable sports car!! When i enter my prowler, im
transported to a nother dimenshion!! I test drove new corvetts, and ther is absolutly no
comparison to the feeling i get when i drive my prowler!! The prowler gives me more power and
speed than any vehichle i ever owned!! I cant wait to drive my prowler!! Sign Up. Assemblies
include test bulbs that should be replaced before installation. This item is backed by our limited
lifetime warranty. In the event this item should fail due to manufacturing defects during
intended use, we will replace the part free of charge. This warranty covers the cost of the part
only. The bulbs are for testing and not covered under our warranty. Our warranty applies to the
light assembly only. This item may be interchangeable with parts from other brands with the
above part numbers. This information is provided only for reference and does not guarantee
that the item you are purchasing is identical to parts with part numbers from the brands listed

above. To confirm that this item fits your vehicle, use the above "Check Vehicle Fit" option. Not
all parts are the perfect fit. Enter your Vehicle and we'll confirm fit, or help get you to one that
will. Orders ship same day when ordered by 2pm ET. Need your part faster? Choose expedited
shipping at checkout. Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts
enforced to the strictest product standards. Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our
team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Thousands of how-to auto repair videos
specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through your repair. If your vehicle
isn't listed, search Headlight Assemblies. This part will only fit a vehicle with these options.
Clear vehicle X. Year Make Model. Search by Vehicle. Select your vehicle. Year Make Model
Search. Headlight Assemblies. Add to Cart. Loading Delivery Options. Delivery options for:.
Estimated Arrival Cost Finalize your delivery options in checkout. Brand : LHT Frequently
bought together. Vehicle Fit. Check Vehicle Fit. Fits these Makes Chrysler Dodge Plymouth.
Product Reviews There are no reviews for this item. Call Now Customer service. Guaranteed To
Fit Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest
product standards. USA Customer Support Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our
team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Instructional Video Library Thousands of
how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through
your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy. Narrow Your Results: Select your year, make, model to
find parts that fit Before proceeding, select your Vehicle, to verify this Part will fit. Year If your
option isn't listed search Headlight Assemblies. The wiring circuits in the vehicle are protected
from short circuits by fuses. This greatly reduces the chance of damage caused by electrical
problems. To check a fuse, look at the silver-colored band inside the fuse. If the band is broken
or melted, replace the fuse. Be sure to replace a bad fuse with a new one of the identical size
and rating. Fuses of the same amperage can be temporarily borrowed from another fuse
location if a fuse goes out. Replace the fuse as soon as possible. Necessary cookies are
absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies
that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not
store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the
website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads,
other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Do not repair fuses and never replace a
blown fuse with one that has a higher amp rating. This can cause damage to the electrical
system and fire. If a fuse blows again contact a qualified service center. Main Page. This website
uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out
if you wish. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience
while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized
as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic
functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience. Necessary Always Enabled.
Non-necessary Non-necessary. Handsome styling is not something generally associated with
econocars, but the Neon looked neat to us when new in the spring of , and its trim, slipper-like
shape has held up nicely over time. Styling history will repeat itself this spring as the
second-generation Neon reaches Dodge and Plymouth showrooms from the company's
Belvedere, Illinois, plant. The Neon appears radically different from its predecessor with its
faster the base is moved forward 3 inches windshield angle, all-new hood, fenders, decklid,
roof, quarter panels, and clear-lens headlamps. It feels different with a percent improvement in
bending and a percent increase in torsional stiffness over the original car. This extra body
rigidity, which chassis engineers say helps quiet the ride and sharpen handling, is provided by
a new one-piece body-side aperture, new stiffening ribs in the firewall, sill and center-pillar
reinforcements, and added steel and magnesium instrument-panel structure. One of the most
important design changes to the Neon was to the doors. They now sport full-frame windows. At
speed in the previous Neon, the frameless window glass rattled and leaked air and even water at
the rubber seals. Now, the elements are held firmly in check by the channels of the steel frames
and premium triple seals. Inside, the Neon gets some unexpected new features like a better
grade of fabrics and interior plastic trim, lockable glovebox, pen holder, and roomy hard
pockets in the doors. And the Neon also picks up a smidgen of additional interior volume from
Some optional goodies are air conditioning, inch wheels, cruise control, tilt column, and remote
keyless entry. Keeping with current trends, the Neon has also grown slightly on the outside.
Overall length increases by 2. Track increases just slightly by 0. In back, the trunk is enlarged
from Alas, the two-door coupe has been canned, leaving the Neon available only as a four-door

sedan. Back for is basically the same 2. Torque peak occurs at rpm, but 90 percent of that is on
tap at a mere revs. This engine can be mated with either a three-speed auto a noticeable deficit
against some competitors' four-speed automatics or a five-speed manual. Corporate types
argue that, with this engine's grunt, the extra cog isn't really required. It saves money, too.
They're largely correct, save for high-speed freeway cruising when engine speeds do get a bit
busy. In terms of fun, this gutsy engine is an overachiever, but in order to reduce its former
buzziness, engineers have fitted a new flexible exhaust coupling, redesigned exhaust manifold,
more sophisticated motor-mount system, new round catalyst, and larger muffler for less back
pressure. The Neon powertrain is also less likely to blow its cool, thanks to increased cooling
capacity for the engine, transaxle, and power steering. Unfortunately for driving enthusiasts like
us, the hotter, rev-happy horsepower DOHC version of the four will no longer be offered. The
new Neon's suspension has been tweaked for some additional travel so that it will no longer
bottom out in moderate dips. To accomplish that, engineers put 30 percent more jounce travel
in the rear and 15 percent in the front. This should also improve the car's ride when laden with
passengers and cargo. With these changes, we'd give the ride-smoothness and body-control
edge to competitors like the Honda Civic and Toyota Corolla , though there's definitely marked
progress here. And the Neon's suspens
nissan maxima a33
1991 nissan pathfinder fuel system wiring diagrams
1997 honda civic radio wiring diagram
ion does get top grades for wheel control. The steering rack is slightly reduced, which allowed
the team to more accurately tune it for a crisper turn-in response. And the rack itself was further
isolated to attenuate the transmission of noise and vibration from the road and from the
hydraulic system. Small items of change, yes, but noticeable when you're behind the wheel. The
brake system's pedal feel and overall quiet are enhanced with a larger master cylinder, thicker
rotors, and low-expansion brake lines. The standard arrangement is front discs and rear drums.
Optional are four-wheel discs with an anti-lock system and even traction control. Chrysler 's
engineers brag that the Neon has best-in-class brakes. The Neon will be targeted, again, at
tough competitors like the Honda Civic, Toyota Corolla, Ford Escort , and Chevrolet Cavalier in
a small-car segment that accounts for about 2. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend.
Jack Keebler writer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

